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another, is one system and another system consistent with arsenical
poisoning, and so on.      I do not know, but I should think you
must be sick to death of rheumatism, multiple neuritis, neuritis,
auto-intoxication, and peripheral neuritis.      You have to decide
the question not on a single answer of that sort, but you have to
give your verdict, as I know you will, on the whole evidence in the
case; and, taking the whole evidence in the case, you have to say
to  yourselves,   are we,   or  not,   satisfied beyond  any  reasonable
doubt—which means the sort of doubt which may influence you
in your ordinary affairs in life—that the prosecution have proved
that Major Armstrong administered poison to his wife, from the
effects of which she died?    And if you are not satisfied to that
extent, then there is only one verdict open to you, and which as
honourable men you would  desire to give.      Gentlemen,  doctors
have been called on each side,  and 1 want to say this, when a
man   is   charged   with   an   offence   itx   this   country    he   has
not  got  the great  advantages  that the  Crown  has got,   and I
rather   deprecate   this   sort   of   drawing   of   distinctions   all  the
time between the  position  of a man  like  Sir  William Willcox
and Dr. Toogood, and between Dr. Spilabury and Dr. Ainslie, and
between Mr.   Webster  and  any other  analyst.       Of  course, the
Crown are in a position to call the best-known experts in this
country, but because they are in a position to do that, is not it
rather a pity that when a man who is cliargud—and as I said to
you on Monday morning it might happen to yoxi to be so charged
—that he can only call the best men he can get and that his purse
will run to; and, gentlemen, you have heard these doctors on both
sides in the witness-box, jind I am quite content to leave this matter
entirely to your judgment, for you have listened to the evidence
most patiently, and to the witnesses   for   the   Crown   who   were
examined at great length, then cross-examined,  and re-examined
at great length.      Nobody complained of their answers; nobody
complained of the length of their answers; but when I was cross-
examining, you will remember I was often told to wait for an
explanation when I wanted yes or no.    The doctors who were called
for the defence—I am not complaining of my friend the Attorney-
General—have been told to answer yes or no.      They have been
stopped when giving an explanation time after time.      It is for
you to say whether my criticism is right or not, but I do submit
to you that it was a pity that doctors, though they may not be oft
the one side in the position of Sir William Willcox, are yet gentle-
men of great experience and honour who have come here to tell you
to the best of their knowledge the true explanation of this case, and
I am certain that you will take their evidence into your considera-
tion just as seriously as that given by people who have been accus-
tomed to give evidence and are experts in the truest sense of the
word.     Suppose it were not a murder case where any question of
poison came in, or if it were an abortion case, these gentlemen

